This is this month’s edition of the Lund Observatory Newsletter. Please send information to Nils Ryde before the beginning of each month (email: ryde@astro.lu.se).

Seminars: The seminar list can be found at www.astro.lu.se/Seminars.
Publications: The publication list can be found at www.astro.lu.se/Publications/preprints.html

Lund Observatory Staff News

Arriving:
1: Ross Church begins here as a Wenner Gren Fellow. He will be working with Melvyn B. Davies on modelling binary evolution within stellar clusters, considering for example the production of neutron star binaries in globular clusters.
1: David Ordenes working for Melvyn B. Davies for August on Galactic Astronomy.

Departure:
31: After two years as a Marie Curie Incoming International Fellow Jennifer Simmerer now leaves the department by the end of August.

Absences/Trips By Lund Observatory Staff

1-14: David Hobbs on holiday.
2-14: Dainis Dravins and Henrik Hartman attending the IAU XXVII General Assembly (GA), Rio de Janeiro.
2-22: Berry Holl attending IAU GA (Rio) and on holiday.
10-14: Nils Ryde attending the IAU GA, Rio.
17-21: Melvyn B. Davies and Daniel Malmberg attending the meeting "The Dynamics of Discs and Planets" at the Isaac Newton Institute for Mathematical Sciences in Cambridge, 17-21 August.

Important Dates

10: Please, verify your publication list for 2008 in LUP by no later than 10 August. See email from Bengt Söderström from May, 19, 2009.
20: Kulturnatten - deadline for the written program.